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Introduction

Systems
❑ Set of systems centered around a the ArduPilot Mega 

2.6, an arduino-based autopilot
❑ Remote control, GPS location, camera, telemetry, flight 

capability (servos), detachment, and power fall under 
the scope of the glider systems

❑ Waypoint-based guidance as well as a “return-to-
launch” function

❑ Data collection includes pressure, air speed, and 
imaging; would add more as part of future work

❑ Data streamed live to computer via RFD900 modem, 
logged onto ArduPilot’s memory for later recovery if 
communication is lost

❑ Primary detachment from weather balloon activated 
by servo via ArduPilot, altitude based

❑ Secondary detachment uses a 555 integrated circuit, 
outputting to a PNP transistor to facilitate current 
through a resistor, time based

Though mankind has been capable of flight for over a century, exploration 
of the upper atmosphere still presents difficulty. The problems associated 
with high altitude data collection include costs, accessibility to materials, 
and reliability. The development of a cost-effective and reliable method of 
returning a payload to its owner would greatly mitigate the risks 
associated with high altitude data collection.

Design

Tests
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High Altitude Glider (H.A.G.)

Research Challenges
❑ Glider must be under 6 pounds by FAA standards
❑ How do we keep glider stable and ensure it doesn’t fly too fast?
❑ How will the cold temperatures at 60,000 feet affect systems 

performance? Servo motion? Battery capacity?
❑ What happens if and when we lose telemetry connection with the 

glider?
❑ What if primary detachment snags or the altitude detection fails?

Objectives
Create a glider that can be used for high altitude data collection, 
autonomously guide itself through preprogrammed waypoints, and return 
to a designated landing point safely and intact. 

❑ First commercially available and open source high-altitude UAV

▪ Usable by weather professionals and amateur enthusiasts alike

▪ Recoverable after each flight with minimal damage

❑ Upper atmosphere exploration and data collection

▪ Collect data consistently in spite of winds, temperature, etc.

Overall
❑ Glider made of expanded polystyrene foam, with carbon fiber tubes reinforcing the wings to the fuselage, 

fiberglassed for sturdiness, coated in monokote for a smooth surface 
❑ Based on optimal glide ratios, a 2.3m wingspan and .564m tail length were used for appropriate fall speed

Future Work

Unfortunately, as of the making of this poster, we were 
not cleared by the FAA to fly in class B air space. We are 
currently engaged with administrators to find a way to 
fly, either in a different location or at a different altitude. 
Some things we would hope to achieve in the future 
regarding the abilities of our glider:
❑ Find more range effective antenna and determine best 

orientation and configuration
❑ Add temperature and humidity sensors for 

meteorological data collection
❑ Find better way to insulate batteries, especially the 

one powering secondary detachment
❑ Secure permission from FAA to fly!

❑ Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
○ Simulated in-flight air flow and active forces on 

glider to optimize design and shape
❑ Environmental chamber

○ Created program for chamber based on projected 
temperature change as glider rises and falls

○ Proved operations of all systems and detachment, 
down to minimum temperature of -60°C

❑ Detachment testing
○ Manually moved plane between altitudes to ensure 

primary detachment activated at set altitudes
○ Repetitively activated secondary detachment to 

ensure it activated after predicted passage of time


